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1 INTRODUCTION 

Cellular metals including foams and honeycombs, as a new class of ultra-light multi-functional ma-
terials, are widely used as advanced structural components in many engineering applications due to 
their excellent physical, thermal and mechanical properties [1-3]. Extensive applications of cellular 
metals include light weight cores for sandwich structures to increase the shock resistance, and im-
prove the energy absorbing capacity. The sandwich structure is a special topology form comprising 
a combination of different materials that are bonded to each other so as to utilize the properties of 
each component for the structural advantage of the whole assembly. Potential advantages of sand-
wich beams or panels with two metallic face-sheets and a cellular metal core over solid structures of 
equal mass under intensive impact/blast loadings have been massively studied in the literatures [4-
10]. Typical deformation and failure modes, such as face-sheet yield, core compression and shear, 
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Abstract 
The dynamic response of cylindrical sandwich shells with alumi-
num foam cores subjected to air blast loading was investigated 
numerically in this paper. According to KNR theory, the nonlin-
ear compressibility of the air and finite shock conditions were 
taken into account in the finite element model. Numerical simu-
lation results show that the compression strain, which plays a 
key role on energy absorption, increases approximately linearly 
with normalized impulse, and reduces with increasing relative 
density or the ratio of face-sheet thickness and core thickness. 
An increase of the impulse will delay the equalization of top and 
bottom face-sheet velocities of sandwich shell, but there is a 
maximum value in the studied bound. A limited study of weight 
optimization was carried out for sandwich shells with respect to 
the respective geometric parameters, including face-sheet thick-
ness, core thickness and core relative density. These numerical 
results are of worth to theoretical prediction and engineering 
application of cellular metal sandwich structures. 
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have been observed in experimental tests, while prediction of load-bearing capacity, failure mecha-
nisms and energy dissipation, have been examined theoretically and numerically. Sandwich shell 
structure, a better combination of the advantages of the solid monolithic shell and sandwich struc-
ture, is expected and would thereby be of great importance for its applications. However, studies on 
curved sandwich structures appear quite limited to date. Shen et al [11] undertook an experimental 
investigation into curved sandwich panels with aluminum foam cores subjected to air blast, and 
demonstrated that the performance of sandwich shells is superior to that of solid counterparts of 
equivalent mass. Using finite element simulations, Liu et al [12] investigated the dynamic response 
and blast resistance of metallic sandwich-walled hollow cylinders with graded aluminum foam cores. 
Recently, Hoo-Fatt et al [13] developed an analytical solution for the early time response of a com-
posite sandwich cylindrical shell subjected to external blast. Frostig et al [14] developed a non-linear 
analysis of a delaminated curved sandwich panel with a compliant core, subjected to a thermal field 
and mechanical loading or combined. It can be concluded from these existing literatures that there 
is yet no comprehensive report on the energy absorption and optimal design of metallic cylindrical 
sandwich shells under air blast loading.    

Usually, the dynamic response of the sandwich structures subjected to blast/shock loading is 
usually split into three sequential steps [15]: stage I is the one-dimensional fluid-structure interac-
tion problem, and results in a uniform velocity of the front face sheet; during stage II the core com-
presses and stage III is structure bending and stretching phase. Although fluid-structure interaction 
has been shown to significantly enhance the relative performance of sandwich structures, it has little 
previously been taken into account in assessing relative structure performance [8]. For one thing, 
the effect is small on the base of the Taylor’s linear theory [4], for another, the theoretical results 
for intense air blasts is few. As in Taylor’s model, the fluid is assumed to undergo relatively small 
volume changes and the plate is idealized as an unsupported planar surface with mass/area, and the 
resistance from the air behind the plate is neglected. Earlier experimental study [9] showed that the 
momentum transmitted to the front face sheet with pressure as large as several tens MPa, but still 
below levels at which non-ideal gas effects begin to become important. Therefore, the nonlinear 
compressibility of the air and finite shock conditions must be taken into account in assessing the 
response of sandwich structures subjected to intense air shocks. Kambouchev et al [16] have extend-
ed the Taylor’s theory of fluid-structure interaction for air blasts by accounting for nonlinear com-
pressibility and finite shock behavior. The results were employed by Vaziri [8] to investigate the 
dynamic performance of metal sandwich plates in air blasts. Based on these researches, the nonline-
ar compressibility of the air and finite shock conditions were taken into account in the FE model, to 
investigate the dynamic response, energy absorption and optimal design of metallic cylindrical 
sandwich shells subjected to intense shock loading in this paper. 

 
2 FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION IN KNR THEORY 

Kambouchev et al [16] have extended the Taylor’s linear theory for air blasts, which is referred to 
as KNR theory in this paper. KNR theory accounts for nonlinear compressibility of the air and 
finite shock conditions. The one-dimensional interaction between a linear wave of form (1), which 
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decays approximately exponentially in time with time constant, t0, with a plate of density ρp and 
thickness hp.  
 

p = p0e
−t t0  (1) 

 
where, p0 is the maximum overpressure of the blast wave and t0 is the decay period. 

The peak density, ρ0, just behind the shock in the incident wave is 
 

ρ0
ρA

= 7 + 6(p0 pA )
7 + (p0 pA )

 (2) 

 
and the speed of the shock front, cs, is 
 

cs
cA

= 6p0
pA

+1  (3) 

                                                                                                                                                            
where, pA, cA, ρA are the ambient atmospheric pressure, sound speed and density, respectively.  

The common method for studying air blast loads on a structure is to assume that the structure 
is rigid and fixed, and the momentum per unit area of the incident wave is 

 

I = p(t)dt = p00

∞

∫ t0  (4) 

 
But it is not in the nonlinear KNR theory. It is assumed that a constant atmospheric pressure 

pA is applied on the back side of the plate to ensure that the plate is initially in equilibrium. Upon 
integration of the equation of motion of the plate subject to the requirement of continuity with the 
motion of the fluid, the resulting pressure acting on the plate pp is obtained as 

 

pp =
2p0
β0 −1

β0 exp(−β0
t
t0
)− exp(− t

t0
)

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥  (5) 

 
where  
 

β0 =
t0
ts
*  (6) 

                                                                                                                                                                     
with 
 

ts
* =

ρphp
ρ0cs

 (7) 
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The pressure continuously decreases as the plate accelerates and vanishes at time 
 

tv = t0
logβ0
β0 −1

 (8) 

 
At this point, the plate velocity reaches a maximum and so does the transferred momentum per 

unit area of the plate Ip, which adopts a value 
 

I p
I
= 2β0

β0 (1−β0 )  (9) 

 
In the simulations presented in this paper, the applied pressure approach, applies the following 

time-dependent pressure history to the plate surface towards the blast, is employed for modeling a 
uniform planar wave striking a plate 

 

p = CRp0e
−t tR  with 

tR
t0

= I
CR p0t0

 (10) 

 
where, 
 

)(7
)(472

0

0

A

A
R pp

ppC
+
+=

 
(11) 

 
For small p0/pA, CR≅ 2, while, for p0/pA>>1, CR→ 8. 

In this paper, the additional parameter choices are as follows: 
t0=10-4 s, pA=0.1 MPa, ρA=1.25 Kg/m3, cA=331 m/s, p0=10 MPa, and CR=8. 

 
3 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

In this section, the numerical simulation that employs the above applied pressure approach for 
modeling the air blast loading to the peripherally clamped sandwich shells was conducted on the 
base of KNR theory. Consider a sandwich shell (310mm long, with an arc length also of 310mm) of 
span 2L=250mm, radius R=250mm with face-sheet thickness hf and core thickness hc. The numeri-
cal model was made using the non-linear, explicit FE code LS-DYNA (version 970). Since the 
sandwich shell is symmetric about x-z and y-z planes, only a quarter of the shell was modeled, as 
shown in Fig.1. To balance the computational accuracy and efficiency, the central area of sandwich 
shells was meshed into 1 mm×1 mm while the other area was meshed into 2 mm×2 mm. The tran-
sition parts of the two areas with different mesh sizes were connected artificially using the triangu-
lar elements. The entire model comprises 53166 nodes and 61257 elements. The LY-12 face-sheets 
were modeled by Belytschko-Tasy shell element. The foam core was modeled by the default brick 
element. Hourglass control was used for both shells and bricks.  
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    The mechanical behavior of LY-12 aluminum alloy face-sheets were represented by material 
model 3 of LS-DYNA (*MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC). Due to the rate-insensitive of aluminum 
alloy, strain rate effects are ignored in the simulation. The aluminum foam was modeled by materi-
al model 63 of LS-DYNA (*MAT_CRUSHALBE_FOAM), which is dedicated to modeling crusha-
ble foam with optional damping and tension cutoff. In this model, tension is treated as elastic-
perfectly-plastic at the tension cut-off value.  

The specimens were clamped along their periphery by steel frames and bolts in the tests while 
that was represented by nodal constraints in the numerical model, leaving a curved exposed area of 
250 mm x 250 mm. A given pressure pulse loading was applied onto the top face-sheet of sandwich 
shells based on the KNR theory, and the loading parameters were presented in Section 2. Automat-
ic, surface-to-surface contact options were generally used. It should be pointed out that the analyses 
of the effect of element size on the structural response of sandwich shells were omitted in this study 
since the similar/same methods was employed in some previous studies and a good agreement was 
obtained comparing with that of experimental results [7, 17, 18]. 

 
 

      

     Figure 1   FE model of 1/4 sandwich shell                          Figure 2   Stress-strain curve of foam core 

 
Table 1   LS-DYNA material type, material property input data 

 

Material Part name LS-DYNA material type and material property 
input data (unit=cm, g, μs, Mbar) 

LY-12 
aluminum alloy 

Face-sheet *MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC 
  RO        E        PR        SIGY        ETAN 
  2.78     0.68  0.33     3.1E-3    4.62E-2 

Aluminum foam Core  *MAT_CRUSHABLE_FOAM 
  RO        E        PR        LCID        TSC        
DAMP 
  0.485   0.02  0.0       Fig. 2       7.5E-5   0.1 

 
    The standard quasi-static tests were conducted for LY-12 aluminum alloy face-sheet and alumi-
num foam core material in the corresponding experimental investigations [19, 20] to obtain the cor-
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responding mechanical parameters. The uniaxial compressive stress versus strain curve of closed-cell 
aluminum foam with relative density of 18% is plotted in Fig.2, while the material properties of 
aluminum alloy face-sheet were listed in Table 1. Here, an energy efficiency-based approach is pro-
posed to calculate the plateau stress and densification strain of foam core. Energy absorption effi-
ciency η(εa) is defined as the energy absorbed up to a given nominal strain εa normalized by the 
corresponding stress value σc(ε) [21]: 
 

η(εα ) =
σ c(ε )dεεβ

εα∫
σ c(ε )ε=εα

 (12) 

 
where εcr is the strain at the initial yield point corresponding to the start of the plateau regime. 
Densification strain εD is the strain value corresponding to the stationary point in the efficiency-
strain curve where the efficiency is a global maximum, i.e. 
 

dη(ε )
dε ε=εD

= 0  (13) 

 
The energy absorption efficiency curve of aluminum foam is also shown in Fig. 2. The plateau 

stress is obtained by 
 

σ pl =
σ cεcr

εa∫ (ε )dε

εa − εcr
 (14) 

 
For the tested aluminum foam specimen, its plateau stress σpl and densification strain εD are 5.49 
MPa and 0.55, respectively. 
    It is noted that, generally, the objective of optimal design of sandwich structures with cellular 
metal cores is to obtain the maximum loading-carrying capability (i.e. minimize the permanent 
central point deflections of back face-sheet) by varying their geometrical configurations. However, 
for some specific situations such as the components used in aircrafts, these sandwich structures are 
desired to achieve the best shock resistance performance for a given mass. Thus, this study presents 
a near-optimal design for a sandwich shell structure with a given mass. 
    The normalized mass per unit area of the shell, LM fρ , is given by 
 

M
ρ f L

= 2
hf
L
+ ρ hc

L
 (15) 

To eliminate the effect of mass on the structural response, all numerical simulations conducted in 
this paper are performed for sandwich shells with M ρ f L = 0.025 and L=125 mm. 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Deformation process 

Fig. 3 shows a typical deformation process of metallic cylindrical sandwich shells with aluminum 
foam cores subjected to intensive shock loading. When the momentum was transmitted to the top 
face-sheet of sandwich shell structure, the top face-sheet obtained immediately an initial velocity, 
and then the core was compacted gradually by top face-sheet resulting in core compression defor-
mation. Finally, the top face-sheet, core and bottom face-sheet achieved a common velocity while a 
large amount of energy was dissipated by the large deformation of top face-sheet and core compres-
sion. The sandwich shell continued to deform under its own inertia and the maximum deformation 
deflection took place at the time t=420 µs. Henceforth, a slight oscillation of the shell occurred with 
the deformation, and the structure was finally brought to rest by plastic bending and stretching. 
The final shape of deformation profile of sandwich shell structures is a proximate dome.    
 

 
t=0 µs 

 
t=40µs 

 
t=100 µs 

 
t=200 µs 

 
t=420 µs 

 
t=600 µs 

 
Figure 3   A typical deformation process of metallic sandwich shell structures ( I (M σ fY ρ f ) ≈ 0.0845 ) 
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4.2  Dynamic response 

Sandwich structures with cellular metal cores such as honeycombs or aluminum foams have the 
capability of dissipating considerable energy by large core compression deformation under im-
pact/blast loading. Therefore, core compression strain εc is a key parameter for evaluating the ener-
gy absorption capability of sandwich structures. The core compression strain εc of sandwich shells 
with aluminum foam cores was plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the normalized impulse
I (M σ fY ρ f )and the structural configurations (hf/hc and ρ ). It can be found that the compression 

strain εc increases approximately linearly with normalized impulse, and reduces with increasing 
relative density ρ and the ratio of face thickness and core thickness hf/hc. It is noted that the core 
compression strain εc is not sensitive to hf/hc in the studied bound.  

 
Figure 4   The core compression strain as a function of the normalized impulse and the structural configurations 

 
One of the key points to resist impact objects is to efficiently dissipate the kinetic energy of the 

blast loading. Based on the analytical mode, in the stage I, the impulse delivered onto the sandwich 
shell (I) is assumed to have a uniform distribution over the top face. The corresponding kinetic 
energy of the top face is obtained by 

 

W1 =
I 2

2A0ρ f hf
 (16) 

 
where A0 is exposed area of the shell. ρf and hf are material density and thickness of the face-sheets, 
respectively. At the end of this stage, the top and bottom face-sheets as well as the core structure 
all have identical velocity 
 

v2 =
I

A0 2ρ f hf + ρchc( )  (17) 
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where ρc is mass density of core material, and hc is core thickness. 
Correspondingly, the kinetic energy of the entire structure at the end of stage II is written as  
 

W2 =
I 2

2A0 2ρ f hf + ρchc( )  (18) 

 
 

Hence, the energy absorption in core compression is  
 

Ep =W1 −W2  (19) 
 

or 
 

W1 −W2

W1

= 1+ µ
2 + µ

 (20) 

 
                                                                                                                                                            

with µ = (ρchc ) (ρ f hf )being the ratio of core mass and face mass. 

    Using the dynamic plateau stresses, the energy dissipation during core crushing also can be ob-
tained by 
 

Ep = A0σ pl
d ΔC  (21) 

 
 
where σ pl

d  is the dynamic plateau stress of foam core, and σ pl
d = φσ pl , ϕ is the ratio of dynamic and 

quasi-static plateau stress, σpl is the quasi-static stress, and can be obtained from Eq. (14). ∆C is 
the amount of core compression. The aluminum foam used in the experiment did not exhibit evi-
dent strain rate effect and hence the dynamic plateau stress is taken the same as the quasi-static 
one.  

To clarity the energy dissipation mechanism of cylindrical sandwich shells, Fig. 5 illustrates 
clearly the partition of energy absorption by cores and face sheets of sandwich shells subjected to 
different impulse levels. It is evident that the energy absorption by every component of specimens 
increases with normalized impulse, and the core compression plays the key role on energy absorp-
tion, which contributes over 2/3 of the total dissipation. Increasing normalized impulse levels by 
49.9％, 33.37％, 24.96％, 19.99%, 16.67% and 14.29％ lead to a rise of total plastic energy dissipa-
tion in the shells. The increases in internal energy in every specimen are 83.11％, 62.9％, 48.36％, 
38.57%, 30.86% and 27.17％, respectively, which are the approximate square roots of increases of 
the impulses. 
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Figure 5   Plastic energy dissipation by face sheets and core of sandwich shells subjected to different impulse levels (hc=10mm, hf=0.8mm 

and ρ =0.18) 

 
    Some FE simulations [22, 23] investigated the coupling effects between the stages of the response 
based on Fleck and Deshpande’s model. The results suggest that this model may obtain the over-
estimate or under-estimate predicted deflection due to the fully decoupled assumption. Fig. 6 shows 
the velocity-time histories of the mid-span of the top and bottom face-sheets of sandwich shells 
subjected to different impulse levels. In the early stage of structural response, the velocity of top 
face-sheet reaches its maximum value and decreases gradually due to core compression until the top 
and bottom face-sheet velocities equalization. Subsequently, sandwich shells continue to move at a 
decreasing speed. In addition, blast loadings with different pressure magnitudes cause different rela-
tive motion of the top and bottom face-sheets of the sandwich shells, which lead to different core 
compression. Small loading impulse makes the velocities of top and bottom sheets equal rather early 
in the deformation history (as shown in Fig. 6a) when a small partial densification of the core has 
developed. An increase of the impulse (as shown in Fig. 6b) delays the equalization of top and bot-
tom face velocities, which results in the possibility of forming a shock front in the core. It should be 
noted that there is a maximum teq=0.068ms for the normalized impulse I (M σ fY ρ f ) ≈ 0.1 , and ex-

ceed the loading impulse this time starts to decrease although the impulse increases further in the 
studied bound. It is interesting to note that the variations of the velocities of top and bottom face-
sheets after the time t > teq are related to the applied loading. 
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(a) I (M σ fY ρ f ) ≈ 0.056                                                                 (b) I (M σ fY ρ f ) ≈ 0.07  

 
Figure 6   velocity-time histories at the mid-span of the top and bottom face of sandwich shells (hc=10mm, hf=0.8mm and ρ =0.18) 

 
 
4.3  Near-optimal design 

Preliminary studies [5, 7, 9, 11] show that the center-point deflection of sandwich structures is re-
duced by increasing the face-sheet thickness, core thickness and relative density and this however 
leads to an increase in the structural weight. How to make a compromise between strength and 
weight is one of the most important issues that need to be considered in the design of sandwich 
structures. So an effort to obtain near-optimal configurations for sandwich shells under blast load 
was made, and all the results were presented in a dimensionless form. It should be noted that when 
the mass and span of the sandwich shell are specified, the geometry of the sandwich shell is speci-
fied by three variables, i.e. face-sheet thickness, core thickness and core relative density. The face-
sheet thickness is then determined in terms of core relative density and core thickness by Equation 
(15). 

Similar to sandwich panels [24], we assume the normalized maximum deflection defends on the 
dimensionless variables according to  

 
 
 

Wmax

L
= f I

M σ fY ρ f

, M
ρ f L

,
hf
hc
, hc
L
,ρ,α

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
 (22) 

 
 
 
Here, α indicates a dependence on the radius of curvature of sandwich shells. For simplicity, the 
effect of curvature was neglected in this paper.  
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Figs. 7 (a)-(c) present the normalized maximum deflection Wmax / L of the top and bottom face-

sheets of sandwich shells for the fixed value of normalized mass M ρ f L = 0.025  as a function of the 

relative density ρ , normalized core thickness hc/L and normalized impulse I (M σ fY ρ f ) , respective-

ly. In Fig. 7 (a), the relative density ρ of sandwich shells is varied for a given values of normalized 
core height and impulse (hc/L=0.08, I (M σ fY ρ f ) ≈ 0.07 ). As the relative density ρ increases from 

0.02 to 0.20, both the top and bottom face sheets experience the smallest maximum normalized 
deflection at a relative density ρ =0.06. Typically, the normal compressive strain in the core, defined 
as compressive deformation per unit core thickness, is an important parameter to influence the 
shock resistance of sandwich structures by dissipating a large amount of energy. The foam cores 
near the center of sandwich shell have fully densified at this impulse level, but the foam cores near 
the edge of sandwich shell have not densified because of constraint of the clamped edges.  

In Fig. 7 (b), the relative density is fixed at ρ = 0.06 , the normalized impulse is fixed at

I (M σ fY ρ f ) ≈ 0.07 , and the normalized core thicknesshc L is varied. In this case, the thickness of 

face-sheets hf obtained from Eq. (15) increases with decreasing the core thickness hc. When hf/hc is 
much small, the structural performance of sandwich shells tends to that of monolithic aluminum 
foam shells due to extremely weak protection of face sheets. As hf/hc increases, sandwich shell un-
dergoes more and more global bending and core crushing wasn’t obvious. From Fig. 7 (b), the core 
thickness significantly affects the maximum deflection of both top and bottom face-sheets, and the 
minimum value of center-point deflection is obtained for a relatively thin core with hc L = 0.06  for 

ρ = 0.06  and I (M σ fY ρ f ) ≈ 0.07 . Obviously, these results are sufficient to reveal that for such 

sandwich shells with M ρ f L = 0.025  and R=250mm, the optimal structural configuration is ρ = 0.06  

and hc L = 0.06 . 
The numerical computations of maximum deflection for the sandwich shell having normalized 

massM ρ f L = 0.025  were carried out at different impulse levels and presented in Fig. 7 (c). It is seen 

that the normalized center-point deflection of sandwich shells increases monotonically with normal-
ized impulse.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 7   Normalized maximum deflection Wmax/L of the top and bottom face sheet of sandwich shell with LM fρ =0.025: (a) 

versus ρ , (b) versus hc/L and (c) normalized impulse 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The present study of metallic sandwich shells subjected to air blast loading has exploited the new 
results of KNR theory, which accounts for nonlinear compressibility of the air and finite shock con-
ditions. It can be found that the compression strain increases approximately linearly with normal-
ized impulse, and reduces with increasing relative density. But it is not sensitive to hf/hc in the 
studied bound. In addition, numerical results valid that the core compression plays the key role of 
energy absorption for a sandwich structure subjected to intense air blast. To investigate the cou-
pling effects between the stages of the response of sandwich shell, the velocity-time histories of the 
center-point of the top and bottom face-sheets of sandwich shells subjected to different impulse 
levels were presented in the paper. An increase of the impulse delays the equalization of top and 
bottom face velocities but there is a maximum teq=0.068ms in the studied bound. An effort to ob-
tain near-optimal configurations for sandwich shells was made to make a compromise between 
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strength and weight. It is clear that the optimal structural configuration region of sandwich shells 
with M ρ f L=0.025 subjected to a given normalized impulse I (M σ fY ρ f ) ≈ 0.07  

is ρ =0.06 and 

hc/L=0.06. 
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